
Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The title of this program is “The History of Influenza.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Physician Galen of Pergamum (129–200 CE) declared blood as the most dominant humor, a bodily fluid with the ability to influence a person’s health. His declaration dramatically increased the popularity of bloodletting as a curative treatment. By the Middle Ages, the practice of venesection was used to treat multiple conditions, including influenza. Physicians of the time believed that removing blood from the body removed the bad humor and thus the illness. The practice often led to further morbidity and mortality.



1580 Influenza Pandemic

• First record of influenza pandemic

Potter CW. J Appl Microbiol. 2001;91:572-9. 

– Classified as pandemic by 
physicians and historians

• Origins in Russia and crossed 
several major continents

– Spain: Several cities 
were depopulated

– Africa

– Rome: Over 8,000 deaths
– Asia

Medieval medical practitioners often 
treated influenza-like illnesses with 
bloodletting, leading to further morbidity 
and mortality.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first recorded influenza pandemic occurred in 1580. Previous to this date there is some discrepancy on whether or not outbreaks and pandemics were actually influenza due to absence of accurate record keeping in Medieval Europe. The 1580 influenza pandemic began in Russia and quickly spread to Africa, Asia, and to Europe where 8,000 deaths were recorded in Rome and several Spanish cities were depopulated.
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L’infuenza à Paris, 1897.
Three separate illustrations depict 
the 1897 influenza epidemic in Paris: 
a special tent set up as a ward for the 
sick in the courtyard of the hospital, 
two men singing a song about 
influenza, and the distribution of 
clothes to victims of the epidemic. 

― History of Medicine (NLM)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image is from an 1897 Paris paper shortly after the Russian Flu pandemic in 1890. Tents were often set up with beds for influenza patients. Bedrest was the only treatment available. However, sputum was known to be the primary method of contagion and physicians would separate the sick to reduce coughing and sneezing on others as much as possible. 



1918 “Spanish” Flu: The Spread

Potter CW. J Appl Microbiol. 2001;91:572-9.
Dicke T. J History Med Allied Sci. 2015;70(2):195-217. 

• First outbreaks in 1918

• Fall of 1918: more virulent form emerged 

• Estimated to have infected 50% of world’s population

– 10-fold increase in deaths

• Infection spread seen normal in spring

– War in Europe
– American Expeditionary Force to British Expeditionary Force

– San Quentin Prison
– South Carolina– Detroit
– Kansas
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 1918 “Spanish” Flu spread from multiple, seemingly simultaneous outbreaks in the U.S.  Detroit, South Carolina, and the San Quentin Prison all noted an influenza outbreak in early 1918. The infection spread was viewed as normal in the spring, but with the war in Europe, the American Expeditionary Force spread the infection to the British Expeditionary Force and the first outbreaks in Europe were seen. After a lull in infection rates, the fall of 1918 brought a highly virulent form of the virus with a 10-fold increase in deaths. By the time the pandemic had run its course, it is estimated to have infected 50% of the world’s population with a total mortality between 50 and 100 million.



Emergency influenza ward at 
Fort Riley, Kansas, where the virus 
was first observed in March 1918. 

― National Museum of  Health-AP
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first outbreak of the 1918 influenza virus in the U.S. was at Fort Riley, Kansas. As many as 500 soldiers were hospitalized within one week at the beginning of March. Within a month, effects of controlling the spread of the virus seemed successful. Dwindling numbers led to many soldiers being sent back to the European Theatre of World War I, facilitating further spread of the disease to the civilian population of Europe. By October of 1918, 24 countries reported cases of influenza.Vosburgh H. Flu Epidemic of 1918. Kansas Historical Society. https://www.kshs.org/kansapedia/flu-epidemic-of-1918/17805. Accessed 10/15/23.



Adapted from Potter CW. J Appl Microbiol. 2001;91:572-9. 

1918 Flu: Outbreak Map
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First Wave (1918)
Second Wave (1920)Outbreak / Focal Point

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This map depicts the initial outbreak points (grey boxes) and the first spread of Spanish Flu in 1918 (orange lines). A secondary spread of the same virus was documented in 1920 (white lines). 



1918 Flu: Mortality

Potter CW. J Appl Microbiol. 2001;91:572-9.
Johnson N, Mueller J. Bull Hist Med. 2002;76:105-15.
Dicke T. J History Med Allied Sci. 2015;70(2):195-217.

• Total mortality: 
50-100 million from 1918-1920

• Comparison to 19 million deaths 
during entire First World War (WWI)

• Failed to leave much cultural impact, 
largely due to onset of WWI

– 8 million deaths in Spain 
(hence Spanish Flu)

Influenza ward at a U.S. Army camp hospital in 
Aix-les-Baines, France, during World War I.

― History of Medicine (NLM)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The total mortality of the 1918 flu likely reached between 50 and 100 million people. Over 8 million of the early deaths were in Spain alone, partially leading to the name “Spanish Flu.” It has also been suggested that Spain, being neutral in the war, was able to report more freely on its outbreaks, giving the world the impression it was particularly hard hit by the virus.  In comparison to the 50-100 million deaths from influenza, there were 19 million killed during the entire First World War. Under other circumstances, the impact of the Spanish Flu would have been larger, however, with the onset of World War I, long term cultural effects of the pandemic did not develop.



Spanish Flu: Second Wave

• Increase in virulence between first 
and second wave of Spanish Flu

Taubenberger JK. Proc Am Philos Soc. 2006;150:86-112. 

– Increased virulence correlated 
with ability to infect swine and later 
became known as the “swine flu”

– Novel subtype with no previous 
immunity in humans under the 
age of 65

– Possible mutation of viral RNA

– Possible rapid mutation of proteins
on virus surface
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cause of the increase in virulence of the second wave of Spanish Flu remains in question. The accepted hypothesis involves rapid mutation of proteins on the surface of the virus and viral RNA that caused it to develop into a subtype to which no one had immunity. Additionally, the second wave corresponded to a mutation that infected swine. After 1920, the H1N1 Spanish Flu virus was referred to as the “swine flu”. The porcine connection may be that rapid passage of the virus in pig farms caused virulence.
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Influenza precaution sign 
at Naval Aircraft Factory, 
Philadelphia, PA, 1918. 
― U.S. Naval History and   
    Heritage Command

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Public service announcements became common with the spread of influenza. Such signs often warned about the dangers of spitting, coughing, sneezing, or engaging in other behaviors that might spread the contagion. This particular sign was posted at the Naval Aircraft Factory in Philadelphia in 1918. By reminding troops that there were repercussions not only in their own deaths but also in the war in Europe, physicians and government officials hoped to prevent a quickly worsening outbreak.
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Preventative sleeping quarters for 
U.S. Navy service personnel, 1918.

― National Health #NH 41871

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Branches of the U.S. military sought to decrease the spread of influenza by limiting contact between the troops as much as possible. The sleeping quarters shown in this 1918 image from the U.S. Navy shows sleeping quarters that were supposed to prevent the spread of the flu.
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Interior view of influenza ward in 
Rengsdorf, Germany, 1918. 

― History of Medicine (NLM)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The U.S. was far from the only country affected by the 1918 influenza pandemic. This makeshift hospital in Rengsdorf, Germany was only one of many influenza wards set up to treat both American and European troops.
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New York City typist, 1918.

― National Archives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In late 1918 in the U.S., influenza had spread to the civilian population. Individuals would wear masks at work to prevent catching influenza. Quarantine units were set up in cities all over the country to keep those showing symptoms away from the general population.
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The Red Cross bringing food to a sick 
family in Charlotte, North Carolina,  
but the mother had just died, 1918.

― National Archives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Red Cross created a National Committee on Influenza headed by the U.S. Surgeon General. By September of 1918, the Red Cross began receiving requests for assistance by military and civilian hospitals and communities. The Red Cross supplied nursing staff, created makeshift medical wards, and developed the first Motor Corps, staffed mostly by female volunteers using their own cars to transport medical staff and supplies between hospitals, influenza wards, and homes of the sick. Here, fully gowned and masked members of a mobile Red Cross unit attend to a family in Charlotte, North Carolina. The goal of these mobile units was to bring food and supplies to the sick.American Red Cross. https://www.redcross.org/about-us/who-we-are/history/significant-dates.html. Accessed 10/15/23.
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Boxing match on the USS Siboney 
at sea, while transporting troops to 
France, 1918-1919. 

― U.S. Naval History and Heritage Command

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Between 1918 and 1919, masks normally seen on medical staff became an indispensable fashion accessory. Worn by a majority of individuals in public in the U.S. and Europe, it was widely believed that wearing a mask could limit exposure to the influenza virus. They were even worn by troops being transported from the U.S. to France.
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The 39th Regiment marches down 2nd Avenue 
in Seattle with masks, 1918. 

― National Archives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Troops were also required to wear masks during public parades, as seen here. In this image, the 39th Regiment marched down �2nd Avenue in Seattle while wearing masks.
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Los Angeles Evening Herald, 1918. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many cities had regulations requiring masks during the pandemic. Here, the Los Angeles Evening Herald shows the city council wearing masks. The headline makes fun of the paranoia associated with the mask regulations.��https://www.neh.gov/divisions/preservation/featured-project/medicine-and-the-humanities-part-i-the-online-encyclopedia. Accessed 10/25/23.
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